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The clan boost er  is a pr oduct  t hat  includes only car ds f r om  a single clan,  and is a r evised ver sion up of  an ext r a boost er ,  wit h all- new specif icat ions!  Each pack cont ains 7 car ds,  of  which 2 will def init ely be R or  higher !

※Specifications may be subject to change. Actual product may vary from the image shown. ※Specifications may be subject to change. Actual product may vary from the image shown.

【Product Information】 Sales office: Bushiroad South East Asia Pte Ltd

DB-TD01
Dragoborne -Rise to Supremacy-

Trial Deck
 INFO 

SHEETShadow Legion

What is Dragoborne?

The tides of chaos have begun to spread. A dark host marches upon the realm of the living, and not even death can stall their advance. 

Only the bravest warriors dare oppose it, but will they survive the confrontation... or join the ranks of undeath?

[Shadow Legion] is a straightforward deck that takes the fastest route to finish the game. Play fast creatures and overwhelm your 

opponents with a barrage of attacks!

The [Shadow Legion] Trial Deck comes with everything a player needs to start the game, including a 53-card deck, 3 dice, a paper playmat, 

and a rulebook. In addition, the first edition of [Shadow Legion] will come with a PR card, and some decks will include a holo parallel PR 

card instead!

            Red

Size & Weight

Deck: 9.2 x 15.6 x 3.2cm, 0.17kg        Box: 9.5 x 20.6 x 16cm, 1.07kg 

Inner Carton: 45 x 42 x 20cm, 10kg         Outer Carton: 48 x 45 x 44, 20kg

※All measurements are estimates

Product Barcode Retail price Quantity Order

Product

Detail

Featured Colors

1 pre-constructed trial deck contains 53 pre-set cards/ 1 display contains 6 decks

21 types of cards (6 trial deck exclusives, inclusive of 6 holo cards)

Rulebook, playmat and 3 dice (black, yellow, red) are included.

1 PR card will be included in each trial deck, with a chance to receive a holo PR card instead!!

            Black

            Yellow

Preorder ends May 18, 2017
Special Trial Deck Tournament!!

Company / Contact details

DB-TD01

Shadow Legion
8885009403630

6 decks in

1 box

8 boxes in 

1 carton

August 4 (Friday) 2017 on sale

Dice can be used as a Dragoshield, 

to be the front line of defense 

against your opponent, allowing 

you to conserve your creatures 

for a counter-attack! 

You can also use dice to power 

up your creatures by 

Dragocrossing them, increasing 

their combat capability, and even 

granting them new abilities. 

Dice may also affect the 

battlefield in a more indirect 

manner, such as being used as a 

cost by abilities, in order to evoke 

The values of the dice may also 

be directly referenced in abilities, 

potentially giving them bonus 

effects or alternate costs. 

Dragoborne is a strategic trading card game that features dice as an 

integral part of gameplay. Players roll the dice and incorporate them 

into their strategy, using them to defend their forts from enemy attacks, 

or infusing their creatures with power, all while drawing on them to fuel 

their efforts as they strive to dominate the board. 

A special Trial Deck Tournament where players face off using the trial decks 

will be held in August, with all participants receiving a deck case!! 


